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X-ray diffraction tomography (XDT) probes the spatially variant x-ray diffraction (XRD) profile within volumetric
objects. Here, we demonstrate a tabletop XDT setup with coded cone-beam illumination that accelerates the acquis-
ition process of three-dimensional (3D) objects. Compared to the attenuation-based x-ray computed tomography
(CT), XDT images display high contrast and specificity among materials with similar absorption coefficients.
However, due to the weak signal level of diffraction and the low efficiency in source utilization and detection, conven-
tional XDT systems require high-brilliance synchrotron sources to manage the acquisition time. In this paper, we
propose a coded-illumination XDT system that utilizes the cone-beam from a tabletop x-ray tube and eliminates
the detector-side collimation. The multiplexed measurement promotes parallelization in the data acquisition and
enables simple implementation of compressive measurements, addressing the need of tabletop XDT systems in
industrial nondestructive testing and medical imaging applications. We have demonstrated 1 order of magnitude
reduction in XDT acquisition time, making high-contrast 3D x-ray imaging accessible to various research and
application areas. © 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

OCIS codes: (110.7440) X-ray imaging; (110.6960) Tomography; (170.1630) Coded aperture imaging; (110.1758) Computational imaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is an indispensable volumetric
imaging tool in medical and industrial imaging settings. The con-
trast of attenuation-based CT images among biological soft tis-
sues, liquids, or polymer composites, however, is insignificant,
due to their similar electron densities. Because of the high pen-
etration depth of x rays, x-ray diffraction (XRD) is an ideal mod-
ule for analyzing subnanometer scale structure of bulk objects and
has been widely applied in material phase identification, domain
mapping of polycrystals, and nondestructive strain and stress im-
aging [1–6]. The material-specific XRD signature enables the de-
tection of dilute substances under the concentration as low as one
part per thousand [7,8] and has shown its potential in increasing
the sensitivity and specificity for biomedical and security screen-
ing applications [9–12]. By translating a pencil x-ray beam across
a sample to capture the diffraction patterns at each location, scan-
ning small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering (scanning SWAXS)
imaging [13,14] obtains a two-dimensional (2D) material map,
but does not resolve the depth information.

Acquiring the XRD profile within a three-dimensional (3D) ob-
ject entails decoupling the location of the scatter along the illumi-
nation beam. This can be accomplished via coded aperture on either
the illumination side [15,16] or detector side [17,18], but the re-
sulting depth resolution is ∼10 times worse than the transverse
resolution, due to the small diffraction angle. To improve the
depth resolution, tomographic setups that combine scanning x-ray

scattering measurement with sample rotation similar to that in CT
have been demonstrated, such as x-ray diffraction tomography
(XDT) [10,19] and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) tomography
[4,14,20]. However, these setups typically require the incident x ray
to be reduced to a narrow pencil beam, resulting in a low uti-
lization efficiency of the source. This spatial filtration, combined
with the intrinsically small XRD cross section, necessitates either
tens of hours in acquisition time, or a high-brilliance synchrotron
source [4,7,10,14]. A fast, volumetric XDT system using a commer-
cially available x-ray tube is thus desirable in real-life applications.

Throughout the history of CT evolution, projection paralle-
lization has played a vital role in accelerating the scan speed: from
several minutes for one slice by pencil-beam CT [21], to less than
1 min for the full volume by cone-beam CT [22]. However, un-
like CT evolution [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], parallelizing conventional
XDT measurement requires additional detector-side collimators
to distinguish the XRD signal from individual beams. Fan-beam
XDT, also known as coherent scattering computed tomography
(CSCT) [23,24], opens up the illumination to the fan beam, yet
requires one-dimensional (1D) collimation on the detector side
[Fig. 1(c)], compromising the efficiency in detection. Further de-
velopment from fan-beam to cone-beam geometry has faced an
obstacle in finding the correct detection scheme for cone-beam
parallelization [25]: XDT with a direct cone-beam illumination
[Fig. 1(d)] would fail to reconstruct 3D objects due to the over-
lapping of the diffracted photons from different vertical layers.
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This work aims at developing a fast, volumetric XDT imaging
system with a low brilliance, tabletop x-ray source. We introduce
a cone-beam multiplexing scheme tailored for projection mea-
surement in volumetric XDT [Fig. 1(e)]. Compared to pencil-
beam XDT, the coded illumination improves the utilization of
the cone beam, thus increasing the XRD signal to background
noise ratio. By switching the illumination pattern on the mask,
XRD signals associated with individual beams can be retrieved
without using a detector-side collimator. In addition, the illumi-
nation-coded cone-beam XDT setup also facilitates the integra-
tion of a compressive tomography scheme [26] that further
accelerates the image acquisition process. Compared to the con-
ventional XDT, our system achieves high efficiency on illumina-
tion and detection and reduces the imaging time by ∼10 times.

2. IMAGING PRINCIPLE

In the coded illumination XDT setup, a mask is placed after the
shaped cone beam to modulate the illumination pattern on the
sample. The scattering signal from the sample is directly collected
by a panel detector to maximize collection efficiency. Figure 2
compares the geometry of our setup with a conventional pencil-
beam XDT. A single pinhole mask would reduce the system to a
pencil-beam XDT setup [Fig. 2(a)], in which the 2D diffraction
pattern is a superposition of diffraction signal from the voxels
along the pencil beam. Under small diffraction angle, the inter-
action between incident photon and the sample is dominated by
coherent scattering [19], whose intensity is described by

dI � I 0
r2e
2
�1� cos2θ�f �r, q�dΩdV dq, (1)

where I 0 is the irradiance of the narrowband source, re is the
classical electron radius, θ is the angle between incident and dif-
fracted beam, dΩ is the solid angle covered by the detector pixel,
the scattering volume dV � Adt, where A is the cross-section
area of the beam, and t is the depth coordinates along the pencil

beam. The four-dimensional (4D) object is expressed in the spa-
tial (3D) and momentum transfer (1D) domain f �r, q� �
n�r�F 2�r, q�, which is the product between the density of scatter-
ing material n�r� and the square of molecular form factor F�r, q�.

Fig. 1. Comparison between CT and XDT systems. (a) Fan-beam CT; (b) cone-beam CT, which opens up fan-beam to cone-beam illumination and
uses a panel detector to capture 2D radiographies; (c) fan-beam XDT (or CSCT). Detector-side collimators are required to localize the scattering volume.
(d) Opening up fan-beam to cone-beam cannot further parallelize the XDT measurement, because the scattering signal from different layers will overlap
on the detector. (e) Our proposed cone-beam setup with illumination coding allows volumetric imaging with high collection efficiency.
The scattering signal from each beam can be retrieved by changing the illumination pattern.

Fig. 2. Pencil-beam and multiplexed XDT geometry. (a) Pencil-beam
XDT. The red dot above each scattering pattern indicates which pinhole
along the row (y direction) and column (s direction) generates this dif-
fraction image. (b) XDT with illumination coding. The illumination pat-
tern is changed by shifting the mask vertically. The individual scattering
pattern generated by each pencil beam can be retrieved from these
measurements.
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The momentum transfer q that causes the deviation of photons
with energy E and scattering angle θ is defined by Bragg’s law and
can be approximated under small angle

q � E
hc

sin

�
θ

2

�
� E

hc
w

2�L − t� , (2)

where w is the distance between the detector pixel and the pencil
beam, L is the distance between the rotation center and the de-
tector plane, h is the Planck constant, and c is the speed of light.
Equation (2) establishes the dependence of the momentum trans-
fer, q, on the position of the scatter along the beam, t. The for-
ward and back projection are both performed along a family of
curves in q-t space [27] (Section 1B in Supplement 1). To resolve
the scattering profile from each voxel within a 3D volume in this
pencil-beam geometry, the sample needs to be translated along
both the x and y directions and rotated around the y direction.

The multiplexing scheme in our cone-beam illumination-
coded XDT opens up multiple pinholes on the mask to create
an array of pencil beams illuminating the sample, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Let us denote the 2D diffraction pattern under ith
illumination pattern by Gi�xd , yd �, where xd , and yd are the co-
ordinates of the detector pixels. The multiplexed diffraction pat-
tern can be expressed as a superposition of I j�xd , yd �, the
diffraction pattern generated by individual pencil-beam j:

Gi�xd , yd � �
X
j

SijI j�xd , yd �, (3)

where Sij is the matrix element that stores the weight of each indi-
vidual diffraction pattern. The scattering intensity from an indi-
vidual pencil beam can be recovered from the measurement by
inversing the matrix S. Considering the practical constraints that
the matrix element is in the range 0 ≤ Sij ≤ 1, the S-matrix was
adopted to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the mea-
surement [28]. In our experiment, we divided the illumination
into an array of 35 beams and chose S35, with 0 and 1 entries
corresponding to either blocking or opening the jth pencil beam.
To optimize the physical size and minimize the translation of the
illumination mask, we applied the cyclic construction of S35 by
folding each row of the S35 matrix into a 5 by 7 2D array. Thirty-
five different illumination patterns were created in the experiment

by stepping the mask one row at a time along the vertical direc-
tion. Figure 3 shows two mask designs according to S35, one for
normal Hadamard multiplexing scheme [(a1), (a2)], and the
other for multiplexing with compression [(a3), (a4)].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The pattern of the mask was fabricated on a 1/16 inch thick lead
sheet by a milling machine. The diameter of each pinhole on the
mask is 1 mm, and the vertical pitch between adjacent rows is
1.4 mm. For the normal Hadamard mask, each illumination pat-
tern consists of seven columns with 3 mm horizontal pitch and
covers five vertical sample layers. Under each projection, the sam-
ple was translated by three steps horizontally to fill in the gaps
between the pinholes. For the Hadamard mask designed for
compressive tomography, each illumination pattern consists of
five columns with a 4 mm horizontal pitch and covers seven ver-
tical sample layers. Instead of scanning the sample continuously
across the mask to fill in the illumination gap, the sample was
positioned to a random horizontal location under each projection.
Figure 3(a) shows a photo of the manufactured mask. The system
matrix of the mask was calibrated using a homogenous scatter
to compensate for the nonuniform illumination on each pinhole
(Section 2 in Supplement 1), as shown in Fig. 3(b). The XDT
setup employs a copper-anode x-ray tube (XRT 60, Proto
Manufacturing), operating under 45 kV and 40 mA. The x-ray
focus size was 0.8 mm. The sample was mounted on a rotation
stage (RV1200P, Newport) to capture projections over 180° at a
step size of 6°. The distance between the x-ray focus and the mask
was 260 mm, and that between the mask and the object was
40 mm. Each pencil beam created by this collimation geometry
was 1 mm in diameter and had a divergence angle of ∼0.17°. The
cone angle of the illumination over the whole sample was 1.3°.
A linear stage (UTM150CC, Newport) moved the mask vertically
to change the pattern of coded illumination. The scattered x rays
from the sample were captured by a flat panel detector (1215CF-
MP, Rayence). To block the transmitted x ray, a lead beam stop
with a size of 25 mm by 10 mm was placed at the center of the
detector. The distance between the detector plane and the rota-
tion center was 170 mm. The effective pixel size on the detector
was 200 μm by 200 μm after 4 by 4 binning.

To experimentally demonstrate the illumination-encoded
XDT, a sample consisting of a circular piece of acrylic and a
#8–32 nylon screw was imaged by the setup. The acrylic piece
is 10 mm thick and has a 1/8 inch hole drilled at an off-center
position. The screw was secured by a washer and a nut, both of
which were made of nylon. A reconstructed CT projection of the
sample is shown in Fig. 4(c). For XDT image acquisition, the
integration time for each diffraction pattern was 15 s, resulting
in an average of ∼1500 pixel value at the scattering peak. To im-
age all 14 layers, the sample was translated vertically by three
7 mm steps under the Hadamard mask, and two 9.8 mm steps
under the Hadamard mask with compression. The total imaging
time for a volume size [21 mm (L) by 21 mm (W) by
19.6 mm (H)] was 45 h using the Hadamard mask, and 10 h
using the Hadamard mask with compressive measurement.
Diffraction profiles of acrylic and nylon were also recorded for
reference. Two 1 mm thick parallel slabs of both materials were
placed directly under a 1 mm pencil beam with an integration
time of 30 s.

Fig. 3. Binary Hadamard mask designed (a1) and manufactured (a2)
according to S35. Designed (a3) and manufactured (a4) Hadamard mask
for compression according to S35. (b1)–(b4) System matrix correspond-
ing to each mask. The red, dashed rectangle marks the size of the shaped
beam on the mask.
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For a given rotation angle, the 35 images G � �G1…G35�
captured under the multiplexed illumination patterns were first
decomposed into the diffraction patterns from individual pinhole
I � �I 1…I 35� by inverting the calibrated system matrix S. Each
diffraction pattern was then azimuthally integrated to obtain the
intensity profile along the radial direction, w. Given the location
of each pinhole, the measurement was regrouped into a series of
high-dimensional sinograms I�s,ϕ;w, y� at each radial position w
on layer y and corrected by the CT transmission data of the cor-
responding layer to compensate for the absorption of the sample
[29]. Finally, an individual vertical layer was reconstructed using
the 2D angular-dispersive XDT reconstruction [27] (Section 3A
in Supplement 1).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Multiplexing XDT Reconstruction Results

The 4D object reconstruction is sampled at 1 mm3 in spatial do-
main and 0.01 Å−1 in the momentum transfer domain. Figure 4
shows the reconstructed object from the Hadamard mask
[Fig. 3(a2)]. Figures 4(b1)–4(b3) and 4(d1)–4(d3) display the
2D and 3D spatial profile reconstructed at q � 0.06, 0.09, and
0.12 Å−1. The background is less than 10% of the reconstructed
peak diffraction intensity. The CT reconstruction [Fig. 4(a)] has
an average gray-scale value of 0.77� 0.06 and 0.63� 0.04
(normalized to the maximum) for acrylic and nylon. The x-ray
attenuation image shows poor contrast between the two polymer
materials because of their similar electron densities. For XDT
reconstruction, the average gray-scale values for acrylic and nylon
are 0.71� 0.04 and 0.36� 0.09 at q � 0.06 Å−1, and 0.70�
0.03 and 0.92� 0.06 at q � 0.12 Å−1. The high contrast be-
tween the two materials in the XRD image reveals the differences
in molecular compositions and structural arrangements.

Figure 5(a) compares the reconstructed coherent scattering
form factor of acrylic and nylon [marked by the red and green
pixels in (b)] with the experimentally measured reference profile.
The reconstructed XRD profile of acrylic has a peak around
0.05 Å−1, and that of nylon exhibits a broad peak around
0.1 Å−1. Considering the worst momentum transfer resolution,
0.01 Å−1, of the system (Section 4A in Supplement 1), the shapes

and peak locations of both materials are consistent with previously
reported results [30]. The normalized mean square difference be-
tween the reconstruction and reference is 1.8% for acrylic and
1.1% for nylon. This consistency allows us to perform material
identification with high specificity based on the momentum
transfer domain of the reconstructed 4D object. The material
of each voxel can be identified by matching the reconstructed
scattering form factor with the references in angular metric
(Section 3B in Supplement 1). Figure 5(b) shows the material
map of the layer marked by the white, dashed line in Fig. 5(c),
with acrylic rendered in red, nylon rendered in green. Figure 5(c)
displays the material of each voxel within the sample volume
under three different perspectives.

B. Comparison with Existing XDT Systems

The reconstruction from our system is verified by a pencil-beam
XDT scan under equivalent experimental parameters. We re-
placed the mask with a 1 mm pinhole and translated the sample
across the beam in 21 steps, which are equivalent to the full hori-
zontal resolution in our multiplexed scheme. The sample was ro-
tated every 6° for 180° to capture the same number of projections
as in the multiplexed scheme. The integration time for each scat-
tering pattern was 30 s, and the total acquisition time for one
sample layer was 6 h.

Our system facilitates the integration of compressive tomog-
raphy in the measurement to further reduce the imaging time.
Figure 6 compares the reconstruction of one sample layer, located
at 5.6 mm below the top of the sample, from the normal
Hadamard mask [Fig. 3(a2)], the Hadamard mask with compres-
sion [Fig. 3(a4)], and conventional pencil-beam XDT. In terms of
the spatial profile and material contrast, all three schemes produce
consistent results. Compared with pencil-beam XDT, the mean
square difference of the reconstructed XRD profiles, quantified by
normalized mean-square error, is 0.8% for nylon and 1.2% for
acrylic for the multiplexing scheme, and 2.1% for nylon and
2.3% for acrylic for the compression scheme. To ensure the same
beam divergence emerging from the pinhole array, the mask

Fig. 4. CT and XDT reconstruction of the sample. (a) CT image of
the layer marked by the red, dashed line in (c). (b) XDT reconstruction at
q � 0.06, 0.09, and 0.12 Å, respectively. (c) 3D rendering of the attenu-
ation map of the sample. (d) 3D rendering of XDT reconstruction on all
sample layers at q � 0.06, 0.09, and 0.12 Å (Visualization 1). All scale
bars represent 5 mm.

Fig. 5. Material identification based on the XDT reconstruction.
(a) Reconstructed form factor of the acrylic and nylon from two repre-
sentative pixels marked in (b) compared with references. (b) Material
map of the layer marked by the white, dashed line in (c). Acrylic and
nylon are rendered in red and green, respectively. (c) 3D rendering of
the material map from different perspectives. All scale bars represent
5 mm.
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designed for compressive measurement, which illuminates seven
sample layers at a time, has to be placed farther away from the
x-ray focus than the normal Hadamard mask, thus lowering the pho-
ton flux on the sample. The slight increase in the reconstruction error
could be a result of weaker illumination intensity in the compressive
tomography setup.

The multiplexing scheme eliminates the detector-side collima-
tion, simplifies the system setup, and increases the collection solid
angle by ∼170 times compared to that of fan-beam XDT [24]. The
improved detection efficiency unlocks the opportunities for radia-
tion dose-sensitive applications, such as medical imaging. In addi-
tion, the multiplexing scheme opens the full cone beam of a tabletop
x-ray tube, improving the utilization efficiency of the source.

Compared to the pencil-beam setup, the noise of the measure-
ment determines the gain in acquisition speed of the multiplexing
scheme. The noise from our detection system can be modeled
as a combination of Poisson and Gaussian noise [31]. If the
pencil-beam XDT scan were performed on the entire sample
[21 mm (L) by 21 mm (W) by 19.6 mm (H)] under the current
noise model, the total imaging time would be 98 h to maintain the
same SNR (Section 4B in Supplement 1). With an imaging time
of 10 h, the compression scheme achieves 9.8 times faster imaging
speed and comparable reconstruction quality as pencil-beam XDT.
For fan-beam XDT systems, despite the parallelization in the pro-
jection measurement, the detector collimator compromises the

collection efficiency, and similar imaging time as pencil-beam XDT
would be required to obtain the same SNR in reconstruction.

It is worth noting that our imaging scheme is suitable for a
high spatial resolution setup. The demonstrated resolution is de-
termined by the size of each pinhole, which is ∼1 mm. In conven-
tional XDT, the resolution relies on the size of the pinhole or the
collection angle of the collimators. A high spatial resolution sys-
tem would yield a lower efficiency. Since our illumination mask
has a ∼50% utilization of the cone beam, using a higher-order
Hadamard mask with smaller feature size can improve the spatial
resolution without sacrificing the source utilization efficiency.
The SNR improvement of a cyclic Hadamard code is propor-
tional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N∕4

p
, where N is the number of multiplexed beams

[28]; if the same sample were imaged under a spatial resolution
of 0.1 mm, the coded illumination scheme alone would achieve
∼100 times reduction in imaging time compared to a pencil-
beam XDT.

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated a tabletop XDT system that
reconstructs the molecular form factor of 3D objects. The XRD
image provides high contrast among samples with similar electron
density but different molecular composition, allowing the material
of each voxel within the sample to be identified according to the
XRD profile. The illumination coding simultaneously accom-
plishes high efficiency on both the source and detector side.
Our compressive, multiplexed XDT system has demonstrated 1
order of magnitude reduction in imaging time. The gain in acquis-
ition speed becomes more significant in high-resolution imaging.
Similar to the evolution in conventional CT [25], the coded illu-
mination method promotes parallelization in volumetric XRD im-
aging, reducing the imaging time for a tabletop XDT system.

Our coded illumination XDT scheme is compatible with
existing CT scanners. The switching of illumination pattern
can be implemented by translating the object on a conveyer belt
with a stationary mask [32], thus enabling the XDT as a high-
specificity secondary scan module in a cone-beam CT scanner,
which can potentially improve the sensitivity in medical diagnos-
tics and in situ material characterization.

Funding. National Science Foundation (NSF) (DMS-
1615124).

See Supplement 1 for supporting content.
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